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SUMIR® Begins - Join BRN: Stand - Unite - Make It Right®

Summary: 
Election 2019 is our chance to show we are not falling for the two party run around again. Both major
parties serve the elite. Both parties have had decades to make a big difference in bringing about a
fair go for most of us. Right now most of us are sick of the games, lies and systemic corruption that
infests two party politics here and in other nations.

Politicians who are stuck in the old ways of – vote buying – tax & spend sleight of hand manipulations
– phony policies & promises – corrupt deal making with corporate donors – us versus them divisive
politics – are just tinkering around the edges. Real reform requires bold, innovative and new thinking.
That is what BRN's SUMIR program offers.
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SUMIR® - The Introduction

Stand – Unite – Make It Right® (SUMIR®) - Sumirism begins in Australia

Without the theft of people’s time and wealth they will be able to look after their needs with possibly
half the paid work they are currently engaged in. This frees up people’s time and ends the rat race
which exploits most people.

The current paradigm can be shifted. It will not be the end of history. It is the end of the Age of
Exploitation. It could even be the beginning of civilised life on Earth if people see the possibilities and
work together. It truly liberates the people and is a wonderful opportunity to usher in an age of
peace, prosperity and freedom.

Bank Reform Now launches the three step reform program that brings a real fair go to
the nation and its people.

1. Repatriate the Common Wealth into the People’s Sovereign Wealth Fund. This sets up an
investment pool or wealth fund consisting of resources and assets that serve the nation’s citizens.
Australia's wealth is its minerals, water and land - its resources and people. All of which has been
sold off cheaply, exploited and destroyed in various ways. Step 1 also brings back home to the
people the ill-gotten wealth that has been stolen from them over many years.

2. Put in place a Sovereign Monetary System. This removes the ability of the private banking
cartel to create money and credit via the debt based system that currently is siphoning the wealth of
nations. It is time to reintroduce a National Bank - the critical structure required for a Sovereign
Monetary system to function properly.

3. Provide the Triphasic Citizenship Dividend to every person in the country. The
components of which are: a basic income (BI); a citizenship participation payment (CPP - which will
organically lead to a “job guarantee”); and a civilised society dividend (CSD). On top of this people
will still be free to earn an income by providing valued goods and services to people near and far.
This is by open and honest trade .... not phony manipulative “free” trade deals. Small business will
have the paper chains that bind them removed. Power groups take advantage of outlandish laws and
obligations to facilitate the  fleecing of people trying to build a better life and community.

BRN sees this as the Fourth way. The “Third way” attempted to find a middle ground between
Communism and Capitalism. It failed because it did not neutralise the unholy trinity. The trinity of
royalty, organised and manipulative religious power structures and banking which has - via covert,
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corrupt and devious methods - sought control of the Earth’s resources and its people. The wealth of
nations has been stolen in a sophisticated and secretive manner using insiders in high places and
dupes & criminals in high office.

This process has been progressing for centuries but it accelerated from 1913 when the U.S Federal
Reserve System was put in place and a Federal income tax was imposed to siphon the people’s
wealth to pay interest to private bankers who began abusing their new powers to manipulate
markets and politics in most nations. The effect of this has seen the middle class gutted in many
countries. Part of the proof is seen in the way the value of the dollar has plunged since then. People
work harder and longer for less and less reward while enduring rising debt levels. Cost of living
pressure have risen thanks to the housing bubble - caused directly by finance sector manipulation
and government policies.

It is a feudal system where a master serf dynamic has been perpetuated but up to now most of the
the serfs thought that they were "free."

While the serfs scramble for paper money of diminishing value and the small trinkets and
distractions they can purchase, the real wealth – property, businesses, valuable
commodities and various high value assets – are being concentrated in the hands of a
very small and powerful grouping. The latest estimates suggest that 54% of global
wealth will be owned by the wealthiest 1% by 2020.

With time and further research Dr Brandson realised that the Bank Reform Now goal of making
bankers operate honestly was not enough. It should have been easy to change the culture of the
banks and manage the crooks in the finance system just by taking their ill-gotten assets, jailing them
and compensating their victims. The problem is systemic corruption whereby essential institutions
just do not serve the interests of most people who really just want to live in peace, prosperity
and freedom.

BRN will flesh out the details of each of the three components of the reform agenda in three
separate articles. Put together properly the combination is far more powerful and workable than any
component on its own. The BRN Citizenship Dividend is fully funded and not the type of "basic
income" the elite will want to use during the next crisis where digital “helicopter” money will be
dropped into the bank accounts of desperate citizens. Why desperate? Because by then the banks
will have been bailed out with tax dollars - leaving the nation well and truly done over - and 
bailed in with the savings and superannuation of the ripped off and abused people.

Many will consider the SUMIR movement as the opportunity to rejig, reboot, re calibrate, realign,
readjust, repair, rebuild, redevelop, reclaim, modify, improve - or whatever term people may feel
appropriate for this type of reform to the system most people are forced to participate in.

Rather than standing for some utopian "happy-ever-after" goal the SUMIR program refers to the
most likely mechanism on offer that can be used to fruitfully bring about peaceful change. To
achieve a civilised society time is running out. It is now clear to many that people must Stand - Unite
- Make It Right.

Successful reform demands that people must take a Stand – put aside the minor differences
between themselves: the differences that the powerful play on to keep populations distracted and
divided. People must work together and Unite as a powerful force to make the system fair for all.
People Make It Right by improving the lives of 99% of citizens. There is no need to worry about the
other 1% - special arrangements will be be made for them. Their lives will be changed too. This
movement is peaceful. Violence is not condoned. Team members and followers must not initiate the
use of force.

There is likely no better way to bring about a genuine fair go for the vast bulk of the population.
People can either wait for the next crisis - and during the chaos & panic see the masters impose
more draconian ways of confiscating their wealth and terminating their freedoms via theft, austerity
and human rights violations. Or - the tables can be turned and people working together can
contribute to a peaceful reformation that brings the SUMIR program to the world - maybe one
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country at a time - but a co-ordinated approach of many nations working together would likely be
more effective. Australia can lead the way and details about how that would look for the country will
be released soon.

  Next: Step 1 Repatriation of the Wealth / Sovereign Wealth Fund

Related Links: Step 1 - SUMIR - Sovereign Wealth Fund
Step 2 - SUMIR - Sovereign Monetary System
Step 3 - SUMIR - Triphasic Citizenship Dividend
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